BEIJING - China and the United States can compete but should not view each other with a Cold War mentality and should avoid thinking it is a zero-sum game, the Chinese government said, amid deteriorating ties between the superpowers.

BEIJING - China and the United States can have competition but should not use it as a Cold War mentality to view each other, and nor should they slip into the trap of a zero-sum game," he told the audience. "We call upon you to keep the situation in Yemen and on the top of the priority list, but we cannot use Cold War mentality to view each other, and nor should they slip into the trap of a zero-sum game," he said.

Swiss-EU Ties at Crossroads Over Status Talks

Yemen War Crimes Probe Must Continue: UN Investigators

Far-right German Party's Plans for Jewish Students Criticized

Trump in Isolation in Front of World Leaders Calling for Multilateralism

In front of world leaders, Trump is in isolation, according to the Manhattan Institute's Jonathan Tepper.

UK Labour Party's Corbyn to Say Will Vote Against PM May's Brexit Deal as It Breaks

“Brexit is dead!” the Labour Party leader, Jeremy Corbyn, declared on Monday, as the EU and the European Union closed in on a deal that would end the bloc's five-year confrontation over the terms of a treaty that has been negotiating the terms of a treaty for more than five years.

LEIPZIG, Germany - Britain's opposition Labour Party leader, Jeremy Corbyn, said on Monday that he would vote for the EU-UK withdrawal deal, but that it was not a good deal for the country.

“Brexit is dead!” the Labour Party leader, Jeremy Corbyn, declared on Monday, as the EU and the European Union closed in on a deal that would end the bloc's five-year confrontation over the terms of a treaty that has been negotiating the terms of a treaty for more than five years.
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“I want to be clear about the situation in the EU’s .. It is clear that the situation in the EU is not a good one for the country and is not in the best interests of the country,” he said.
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